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ABSTRACT

During the 1987 field season from August 27rd to October 27th, two placer
gold recovery plants were used to test the auriferous gravels on two of the
eleven placer leases in the Beaver Pass area recommended for testings in
the preliminary geological-geophysical by Wm. Howard Myers, dated
August 10,1987.
The larger plant with a minimum capacity of 100 cu yds/hour was used to
process bulk samples from dif ferent portions of the large pit designed to be
benched down some 50 to 60 feet below the surface to test a'high velocity
layer on the seismic profiles which could act as a false bedrock for possible
placer gold corrcentration, as recommended in the original report. The pit
was not benched down to the high velocity layer instead a ramp was built
from the pit floor to a landing some 27 feet below the floor. The floor of
the pit varied from 14 to 16 feet below the original ground surface. The
first bench was designed to be l0 to L2 feet below the surface with a bench
width of 25 to 50 feet. The second berrch would have been from 20 to 24
feet below the surface. The third bench would have taken the pit floor to
some 36 feet below the surface and a maximum of 16 feet above the
hardpan or false bedrock with a pit area large enough for bulk sampling and
mapping of the interphase. Dlring ttre season the large plant processed a

77 1855 cu yds of gravel from the large pit covering portions of
Placer Lease 26L2 and Placer Mining Lease 7162 in 77 shifts. The gold
recovery for the 77 shifts was 401.18 ounces or L2r476.7 grams. Average
yardage processed per shift was 100 cubic yards.

total of

The large plant conslsting of a trommel or scrubber, double deck vibrating
screen and six horizontal spinners for concentrating the placer gold. The
plant had a nugget trap but no sluice box for placer gold recovery. The
trommel was fed by a conveyor belt from a hopper with an 8 inch grizzly
on top. The 8" plus aggregate on the gruzLy \tas removed by tilting the
grizzly with automatic hydraulic rams but was not washed to remove any
placer gold from the large rocks and 8 inch plus aggregate. The hopper was
fed by a five cubic yard front end loader working a bench above the pit
floor.

The second or smaller placer gold processing plant had a maximum
capacity of some 40 to 60 cubic yards per hour. The plant was moved to
areas of testing surrounding the bedrock ridge near the north end of the
large test pit along the boundary between PML 7 L62 and PL 26L2. A total
of.7l tests were run during the period August l0 to October 27, 1987.
Drring the testing a total of l11046 cubic yards of gravel were processed in
5L shifts and recovered 47.9 ounces of gold. This small plant had a
vibrating screen, a well constructed, adequate sluice box and two
horizontal spinners for fine gold recovery. The plant did not have a feeder
so the aggregate was fed onto the screen out of the excavator bucket by
tilting the bucket at a uniform rate to maintain the necessary even feed to
the sluice box. The estimated yardages on the tests with the small plant
are considered to be some 15 to 25% higher based on testing carried out by
the writer using similar equipment in another area. In this case the values
of gold per cubic yard shown on the calculations are some 15 to 25% Iow.
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Some of the test pits were too small with a great deal of contaminations in
the deeper portion of the pit.

Additional exploration work should be carried out over the entire area of
the eleven placer leases as recommended in the preliminary report by Vm.
Howard Myers dated August 10, 1978, Additional seismic profiles should be
run for a more complete'general subsurfac€ picture together with both
deep and shallow testing for placer gold concentrations. The deeper
testing should be carried otrt with shafts rather than drilling if possible. A
detailed study should be carried out on the corrcentrate froni each sample
in an effort to determine the possible sources of the gold and or the
auriferous gravels. The strong and continuous fault along Aura Fina Creek
and to the so-rthwest along the Beaver Pass Valley could very well be the
source of placer gold found on the placer leases. This possibility should be
considered for future exploration work.
The placer leases are well worth the expenditure of additional money to
carry out further exploration work for deeper placer gold concentration on
the irregulai bedrock surface and rapid changes in lithology in the various
horizons below the surface as shown on the refraction seismic survey.
Consideration should also be given to the possible production of placer gold
from the shallow corrcentrations around the bedrock outcrop with a small
plant with minimum expenses.
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RESULTS OF 1987 OPERATIONS BEAVER PASS PLACER LEASES

INTRODUCTION

During the 1987 season from August 23rd to October 27th, sonfe 77 shifts were
operated with ttre larger placer gold recovery plant over the 64 day period. An
average of 100 cubic yards were run per shift. A total of 771855 cubic yards were
processed in the 77 shifts. The plant was fed with a 5 cubic yard front end loader
excavating a bench in the pit area. The loader fed a hopper with an 8 inch grlzzly
on top. The 8 inch plus material was dumped by tilting the gr'uzLy withoq.t washing
the larRer rocks'and_ 8 inch plus aggregate. No tests were run on the 8 inch plus
aggregate to determine lost placer gold values. In the deeper part of the pit, with
more clay in the gravel, this could account for part of the lower gold values
recovered. The feed to the trommel or scrr"rbber was by conveyor belt which
produced an even feed, one of the three essentials to an efficient placer operation.
The material was then screened down and processed through six horizontal spinners
to recover the placer gold with no sluice box in the circuit to remove the coarser
gold. No cost figures were made available to the writer so no costs per cubic yard
can be computed. It was noted that there was some 6 to 8 men around the
recovery plant most of the time. The plant operated on clean water from the lake
all of the time due to the waste water going into the gravel in the settling pond.
The large plant was set up near the west side of the main pit and southeast of the
bedrock outcrop as shown on the enclosed map. The enclosed map also shows the
location of the test pits from wtrich the various tests were run with the smaller
portable test plant operated during the field season. ln most cases the gold values
per cubic obtained with the small plant were higher than the values recovered by
the large plant when the main pit was extended to the corresponding area. Most of
the samBles or tests run from the test pits were from 100 to 200 cubic yards per
test.
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The enclosed map shows the location of the main test pits togethei with the
smaller test pits from which some 7l tests were run during the 1987 season. The
map also shows the location of the detailed seismic profiles and lines run by the
writer. The location of the refraction seismic profile in the main test pit near the
sortheast side of the pit is shown on Plate I in the appendix of the report. The
cross section of Plate I also shows the size and location of the deep test pit put
down to check for possible placer gold concentration on bedrock. As can be seen
the pit is too small and deep to evaluate the interphase and conclusively test the
bedrock surface if it was encountered. As shown on the seismic profile the pit is
Ircated in a transition area from clay or hardpan to the southwest and good gravel
velocities to the north closer to the bedrock outcrop. The thicker and better
gravel velocities on bedrock are to the north+rortheast of the deep pit some 180
feet. In this area bedrock was some 65 to 70 feet below the original surface or
some 54 feet below the pit floor as shown on the cross section. This depth could
not be reached without benching down in a sizable pit or cut from the bedrock
outcrop to the southeast across the possible deep channel located south of the
bedrock outcrop shown on the map and on seismic line lA.
An examination of the map shows that all of the exploration and test work has been
carried out on a small portion of the eleven placer leases. Much more exploration
work and testing should be carried out on the rest of the placer leases.
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RESULTS

The four hundred ounces or 121476 grams of gold recovered lrom 77 1855 cubic yards
of gravel during the 64 days of operation during the 1987 field season produces

some very interesting possibilities

for this area in light of the following

observations:

l.

Most

of the recovered gold came from surface gravels

down to some 8

to l0 feet below the surface,

2.

The gravel is very loose, easy to excavate and relatively free of clay.

7.

The gravel is accessible, easy to process with sluicing methods and
waste water goes into the deeper gravel and settling ponds and
recirculating water is not necessarv.

4.

Abundant fresh water is available from adjoining Tregillus Lake. The
fresh water should give

5.

A small scale selective placer gold operation should produce
commercial gold values and also obtain information on the possible
source of gold if the concentrates are analyzed for mineral content as
well as placer gold character.

6.

The sharp relief on bedrock and marked changes in lithology of the
overlying layers of fers a good potential for deeper placer gold
concentrations on bedrock or false bedrock as outlined in the writerrs
report of August L0, 1987. Additional refraction seismic work should
give a more complete and detailed subsurface picture for selective
testing with test pitsor cuts, shafts dug with mechanical equipment and
or drilling.

With the favourable conditions tabulated above an efficient, portable or mobile
placer gold processing plant using the sluicing principle, vibrating screens and
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cubic yard. It should be possible to recover the placer gold and screen down at the
end of the sluice box and pond tre fings fo-r later fine gold. recoverv. With three
men and some contract labour the costs

for the above plant should be less than

s3.00cubicyards.Thesecrettoanyplaceroperationisa@numberof
people onto the job. It is a well established fact that the more people on an
operation the lower the gold values per cubic yard. By screening down the
aggregate from the end of the sluice box and ponding the minus material, the fine
gold can be separated out at a later date by u*rat ever method is selected or
possible leaching.

The low values per cubic yard recovered by the large plant during the 1987 season
was due to several things. The main reason is the dilution encountered by taking a
12

to

16 foot cut or berrch for the surface auriferous gravels. The barren outwash

or interglacial gravel below the surface gravel should have been removed or
stripped since the costs of operating the large plant were very high. Selective
mining could have doubled the values per cubic yard up to 0.0102 ounces per cubic

yard compared to the 0.0051377 ourrces/ton recovered for the season. Using a
price of U.S. $+:O per ounce or C$575 this would give some $5.87/cubic yard with
selective mining. With the recommended plant rated at 50 cubic yards/hour or .500
cubic yards/day would give an income of approximately $3r000/day using US
$450/ounce gold price. The 50 cubic yard/hr plant would be able to process more
than 500 cubic yards but added clean-up for concentrate and placer gold study in an
effort to determine the source of the gold would slow down the recovery
somewhat

It is highly recommended that a combined

exploration and testing programme be
set r-p on the placer leases for the 1988 season. Additional seismic profiles should
be run with some deeper testing for placer gold concentrations and bedrock.
R.esp

ectful ly subm it ted,

Myers,
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CERfiFICATE

I, William Howard Myers, do hereby certify that I am an independent geologicalgeophysical consultant with offices at Suite /tr814 - 602 West Hastings Street,
Vancouver, V6B lP3, British C.olumbia. I have been actively engaged in my
profession as an independent consultant in both oil and mining since L952. I am a
professional geologist, P.Geol., ll16704 of the Association of Professional Engineers,
Geologists and Geophysicists of Alberta. I am also a member P.Eng., ttL4056, of the
Professional Engineers of British Columbia. I now hold a Ufe Membership in both
Societies.

I graduated from Fresno State College, Fresno, California in 1939 with high honors and
a B.Sc. degree in Geology. I did graduate work at Stanford University, Stanford
California for M.Sc. degree in Geology, L939-194L. After graduating I spent three
years with the U.S. Geological Sr.rrvey as f ield geologist and eleven years in the f ield of
geophysical exploration for oil and minerals.
During the past 24 years since 1964r Ihave spent the majority of my time in the field
and consulting for gold exploration in the Cariboo Area of British Columbia. In the
past five years, I'have carried out extensive geophysical surveys and research
programmes for gold exploration in the Cariboo Area of British Columbia. Much of
the work involved the techniques recommended by R.W. Boyle in Bulletin 280 of the
Geological Survey of Canada. This publication does not follow the older conventional
exploration techniques.

During the past 15 years, I have carried out three extensive exploration and testing
projects for placer gold inthe general Beaver Pass and Tregillus Creek Area. The
exploration work on all projects used the refraction seismic surveys to determine
bedrock depths and identify possible overlying gravel beds and or false bedrocks. All
of the projects were carried out on possible benches and interglacial deposits near the
edge or side of the valley. These three projects were carried out in L977r 1981 and
1987. The most recent work on the placer leases of this report was carried out in May
and June L987.

During the 1987 field season, several days were sepnt on the placer leases checking
test pit and tests for placer gold by both the large and small plants. Limited seismic
work was carried out in the pit area.
Dated March, 1988.
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